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2017


17.03 Young, L.R., Natapoff, A., Greenberg, J., “The Harvard-MIT PhD Program in Bioastronautics”, NSBRI HRP Investigators’ Workshop, Galveston, TX, Jan. 23-27, 2017

17.04 Young, L.R., “The Harvard-MIT HST-MEMP Bioastronautics PhD Program”, Poster for NSBRIP HRP, Investigators’ Workshop, Galveston, TX, Jan. 23-27, 2017

17.05 De Sá Teixeira, N. A., Hecht, H., Artiles, A. D., Seyedmadani, K., Sherwood, D. P., & Young, L. R. “Vestibular stimulation interferes with the dynamics of an internal representation of gravity”. The Quarterly Journal of Experimental Psychology, 70:11, 2290-2305, DOI: 10.1080/17470218.2016.1231828


2016


16.08 Young, L.R., Karmali, F., Galvan-Garza, R., Clark, T.K., “Changing Gravity Levels – Manual Control and Spatial Orientation Adaptation During Hypo-Gravity Centrifugation”, (Slides), IAC 2016, Mexico

2015


15.20 Diaz, A., Young, L.R., "Effects of Artificial gravity on the Cardiovascular System: Computational Approach", (abstract), 66th International Astronautical Congress, October 12-16, 2015, Jerusalem, Israel


15.25 Diaz, A. Sherwood, D., Beckers, N. W. M., Galvan-Garza, R. C., Natapoff, A., Oman, C. M., Clark, T. K., Karmali, F. Young, L. R. Development of a Countermeasure to Enhance Sensorimotor Adaptation to Altered Gravity Levels. National Space Biomedical Research Institute Symposium, May 7, 2015, Houston, TX.


15.29 Diaz Artiles, A., Heldt, T., Young, L.R., "Artificial gravity and Ergometer Exercise on the Cardiovascular System", manuscript submitted to JAP, November 2015


2014


14.04 Young, L.R., “Sensory-Motor Adaptation What Have We Learned in 40 Years?”, ppt presentation , WCBR 2014, Steamboat Springs, CO


14.12 Young, L.R., Beckers, N.W.M., Karmali, F., Clark, T.K. "Countermeasures to Reduce Sensorimotor Impairment and Space Motion Sickness Results from Altered Gravity Levels” NASA Human Research Program Investigator’s Workshop, Feb. 11-13, 2014, Galveston, TX (abstract and presentation).


14.22 Young, L. "Retirement Remarks: MIT President’s Dinner”, MIT Museum, May 21, 2014


2013

13.02 L. R. Young¹, C. M. Oman¹, T. K. Clark¹, ², S. E. Trichler¹, K. R. Duda², S. J. Wood³, and A. Estrada⁴ SENSORIMOTOR DISPLAYS AND CONTROLS TO ENHANCE SAFETY OF HUMAN/MACHINE COOPERATION DURING LUNAR LANDING: PROJECT REVIEW, Abstract, Human Research Program Investigators' Workshop, Galveston, TX, Feb. 12-14, 2013


13.10 Young, L., "MJ and Adaptation From the 1960's How Our Shared Interest in Aviation, Control Theory and Vestibular Function got started", (ppt)Symposium on Sensing Motion for Action a tribute to the career of Geoffrey Melvill Jones, July 13-14, 2013, Montreal, Canada


13.15 Young, L.R., Trigg, C., "Design of a compact Short Radius Centrifuge Artificial Gravity Test Platform", abstract, presented at the 64th International Astronautical Congress, (IAC), Beijing, China, 23-27 September, 2013


13.17 Young, L.R., “Padding- From Helmets to Towers” ppt. slides presented at the 2013 20th ISSS Congress, Bariloche, Argentina, Aug 4, 2013


13.20 Young, L.R., “Models for Adaptation of the VOR”, Motion Sensing, Montreal, July 14, 2013


2012

12.01 Duda, K., Jarchow, T., Young, L., “Squat Exercise Biomechanics During Short-Radius Centrifugation”, Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, Vol. 83, No. 2, February 2012


12.11 void

12.12 void


12.33 void

12.34 void


12.39 void


12.49 Gombolay, Matthew, Shah, Julie, “A Uniprocessor Scheduling Policy for Non-Preemptive Task Sets with Precedence and Temporal Constraints”, AIAA Infotech@Aerospace; Garden Grove, California; June 2012.


12.56 van Loon, J.J.W.A., Young, L.R., etal., “An Centrifuge for Exploration and Exploitation Research” manuscript for publication in ANNALES KINESIOLOGIAE, received 2012-07-12


12.64 MVL@50 – Program Brochure, September 14, 2012

12.65 Young, L.R., “My Second Quarter Century with the MIT Man-Vehicle Lab (1987-2012), included in the MVL @50 Program Brochure, September 14, 2012

2011

11.01 see 12.28


11.16 Bachman, L.L.Jr., Mateus, J., Hargens, A.R., "Hemodynamics of Bone and Muscle in the Lower Limb with Head-up and Head-down Tilt", 18th IAA Humans in Space Symposium, April 11-15, 2011, Houston, TX


11.35 Duda, K., Jarchow, T., Young, L., “Squat Exercise Biomechanics During Short-Radius Centrifugation”, Manuscript ASEM2334R2, October 12, 2011, accepted to Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine

11.36 Young, L.R., Bernard-Demanze, L., Dumitrescu, M., Magnan, J., Borel, L., Lacour, M, “Does Fear of Falling Influence Control of Posture? A comparative study in healthy subjects and compensated unilateral vestibular loss patients”, CNRS/Aix-Marseille Univ., UMR 6149 Neurosciences Integratives et Adaptatives, Marseille, France

11.38 Young, L.R., “PhD Bioastronautics Training Program”, American Society for Gravitation and Space Biology, November 2-6, 2011, slides


11.40 Young, L.R., YT Li Memorial – Draft Sept. 2, 2011


2010

10.01 Young, L.R., Duda, K.R., Clark, T.K., Stimpson, A.J. and Oman, C.M. “Sensorimotor Interaction with Vehicle Displays and Controls to Enhance Human-Machine Cooperation During Precision Lunar Landing, NASA Human Research Program Investigator's Workshop, Houston, TX, February 2-4, 2010


10.11 see 12.56 -


10.14 see 10.15


10.18 See 10.20


10.20. see 12.19


10.23 Young, L.R., “VOR Adaptation”, Reykholt, Iceland, Barany Satellite Meeting to Honor Jay Goldberg, August 2010.


10.40 Sheehan, Scott, Jarchow, Thomas, Young, Laurence R., “Artificial Gravity: Head turn Velocity Modulatinof Cross-Coupled Stimulus Magnitude”, Poster

2009


09.09 Young, L.R. “Cutting Wholesome Sports”, NY Times, May 3, 2009


09.11 Young, L.R., “Comments on the Influence of Dr. Robert Seamans”, Giant Leaps Symposium, June 10-12, 2009, MIT, Department of AeroAstro


09.16 Jarchow, T., Young, L.R., “Neurovestibular Effects of Bed Rest and Centrifugation”, Journal of Vestibular Research, Special Issue for the Strategic Planning Activity on Aerospace Medical and Human Factors Challenges and Celebration Honoring Dr. Charles M. Oman, Director of the MVL on this 65th Birthday, March 5, 2009, MIT, Marlar Lounge, Room 37-252, Volume 20, Numbers 1,2, 2010, 45-51, IOS Press

09.17 Alley, M., Christou, G., Goel, R., Son, S., Young, L. Experimental Studies of Mitigation Materials for Blast Induced TBI, 16th APS Tropical Conference on Shock Compression of Condensed Matter, Nashville, USA, 28 June - 3 July, 2009.

09.18 Young, L.R., Yajima, K., Paloski, W., “Artificial Gravity Research to Enable Human Space Exploration”, pp. 1-37, (Study Group 2.2 Final Report) International Academy of Astronautics (IAA) September 2009


09.21 Stewart, D., Young, L.R., Goel, R., Christou, G., “Helmet Lining Incorporating Fluid Channels”, ASTM, October 2009


09.23 Grenon, M.S., Mateus, J., Hsiang, Y., Sidhu, R., Young, L.R., Gagnon, J., “Use of Short-Radius Centrifugation to Augment Ankle-Brachial Indices, Journal of Investigative Medicine, Vol, 57, Number 5, June 2009


2008

08.01 Mateus, J. and Young, L., “Effect of Sleep on the Adaptation to the Cross-Coupled Stimulus”, (abstract) AsMA 79th Annual Scientific Meeting, May 11-15, 2008, Boston, MA

08.02 Young, Laurence R., “Short Radius Centrifugation is a Practical Space Flight Countermeasure”, (abstract) 79th AsMA Annual Scientific Meeting, May 11-15, 2008, Boston, MA

08.03 Young, Laurence R., “Lunar sensorimotor research”, (abstract), Aerospace Medical Association 79th AsMA Annual Scientific Meeting, May 14, 2008


08.05 Young, L.R, Jarchow, T., Elias, P., Pouly, J., Sheehan, S., Mateus, J., “Adapting to Coriolis Cross Coupled Head Movements at Centrifuge Speeds up to 30 RPM1”, (abstract), XXV Barany Society Meeting, March 31, 2008, Kyoto, Japan

08.06 Mateus, J., Young, L.R., “Effect of Sleep on the Adaptation to the Cross-Coupled Stimulus”, (abstract), XXV Barany Society Meeting, March 31, 2008, Kyoto, Japan

08.07 void

08.08 Garrick-Bethell, I., Jarchow, T., Hecht, H., Young, LR, “Vestibular adaptation to centrifugation does not transfer across planes of head rotation”, JVR, 18 (2008) 25-37

08.09 Elias P.Z., Jarchow T., Young L.R., “Incremental Adaptation to Yaw Head Turns During 30 RPM Centrifugation” Experimental Brain Research, 2008 Aug;189(3):269-77

08.10 Young, L.R., Liu, A.M., Oravetz, C.T., “Lunar Slope and Distance Estimation”, conference paper, 10th ESA Life Sciences Symposium, 22-27 June 2008, Angers, France accepted abstract for Aerospace Medical Association’s 80th Annual Scientific Meeting, LA, CA


08.12 void


08.15 Sheehan S.E., Young, L.R., Jarchow, T., “The effect of head turn velocity on cross-coupled stimulation during centrifugation”, JVR, 28 (2008) 1-14


08.17 Young, L.R., “Using the Moon to Learn About Living on Mars”, ASK Magazine, pp34-35 Fall 2008, Special Issue NASA’s 50th.


08.31 Opperman, R., Waldie, J., Newman, D.J. “EVA Injury, Comfort and Protection: Improving the Plight of the Hand and Shoulder for the Constellation Program”, International Conference on Environmental Systems (ICES), San Fran, IL July 2008 (Best Student Paper Award).


2007

07.01 Edmonds, J.L., Jarchow, T., Young, L.R., “A stair-stepper for exercising on a short radius centrifuge”, Aviation, Space, and Environmental Medicine, 2007;78:129-134

07.02. See 08.09


07.05 Aoki, H., Oman, C.M., Buckland, D.A., Natapoff, A. Development of a desktop virtual reality based preflight training system for three-dimensional orientation and navigation. 78th Annual Meeting, Aerospace Medical Association, May 14-18, 2007, New Orleans, LA.

07.06 Aoki, H, Oman, C., Buckland, D. Natapoff, A. Desktop VR system for preflight 3D navigation training (abstract) 16th IAA Humans in Space Symposium May 20-24, 2007, Beijing, China


07.10 Young, L.R., Jarchow, T., presentation at the 28th Annual International Gravitational Physiology Meeting San Antonio, TX, April 8-13, 2007 (IMAG Pilot Study Recommendations, ppt. slides)


07.12 Young, L.R., Chan, N., Ruchelsman, J., PCT Patent Application for Fluid Safety Liner, April 12, 2007, MIT Ref: 12117

07.13 Jarchow, T., & Young, L.R., Neuro-Vestibular Responses to the SRC Bed Rest and Short Radius Centrifugation Influences Subjective Postural Position, Preliminary Finding Conference IMAG IWG 2007 0306-08


07.18 Sanderson, Jeffrey, Oman, C. M. Harris, L, Measurement of oscillopsia induced by vestibular coriolis stimulation, Journal of Vestibular Research 17 (2007) 289-299.


07.24 Jordan, N. C., Saleh, J. H., Newman, D. J., “Shifting the emphasis: From cost models to satellite utility or revenue models. The case for a value-centric mindset in space system design”, Acta Astronautica, (accepted January 2007).


07.26 void

07.27 void


07.29 see 07.55


07.31 Duda, Kevin and Young, Laurence, R. “Practical Exercise During Short Radius Centrifugation”, ESA Symposium,Dec. 10-12, 2007, Technology for Artificial Gravity and Microgravity Simulation, ESTEC, Noordwij, The Netherlands

07.32 Mateus, Jaime and Young, Laurence R., “Sleep consolidates adaptation to artificial gravity”, ESA Symposium,Dec. 10-12, 2007, Technology for Artificial Gravity and Microgravity Simulation, ESTEC, Noordwij, The Netherlands

07.34 Edmonds, J., Migeotte, P., Vanspauwen, R., Young, L.R., Wuyts, F., “Physiological Effects of Varying Tilt Angle and G-level during Short-Radius Centrifugation”, Dec. 12, 2007, Technology for Artificial Gravity and Microgravity Simulation, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

07.35 Young, L.R., and Jarchow, T., (abstract) How to Adapt to Head Movements During Artificial Gravity Rotation", Humans in Space Symposium, Beijing, May 2007


07.37 void

07.38 Young, L.R., “Motion Sensing: From Mach to Now”, Delft and Boston 2007 SIMONA symposium, Fidelity in Motion, TU Delft, March 29, 2007, Keynote speaker


07.45 see 08.35


07.48 see 07.28


2006


06.04 Jenkin Heather L., Zacher James E., Oman, Charles M., Harris, Laurence R., “Effect of Field of View on Visual reorientation illusion: Does the Levitation illusion depend on the view seen or the scene viewed?”, Abstract submitted to ESTEC 7th Symposium on the Role of Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration, June 7-9, 2006 Nordwijk, the Netherlands, http://www.congrex.nl/06a07/

06.05 Harris, Laurence R., Dyde, Richard, Oman, Charles M., Jenkin, Michael, “Visual cues to the direction of the floor”, 7th Symposium on the Role of Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration, June 7-9, 2006, ESTEC, Nordwijk, the Netherlands, http://www.congrex.nl/06a07/
06.06 Aoki, Hirofumi, Oman, Charles M., Natapoff, Alan, Liu, Andrew, “The effect of the configuration, frame of reference, and spatial ability on spatial orientation during virtual 3-dimentional navigation training”, Abstract submitted to Seventh Symposium on the Role of Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration, June 7-9, 2006 Nordwijk, the Netherlands, http://www.congrex.nl/06a07/

06.07 Sanderson, Jeff, Kalsey, Jas, Oman, Charles M., Harris, Laurence R., “Measuring and attenuating head-movement induced oscillopsia”, (Abstract) Seventh Symposium on the Role of Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration, ESTEC, Nordwijk, the Netherlands, June 7-9, 2006, http://www.congrex.nl/06a07/

06.08 Oman, Charles M., Benveniste, David, Buckland, Daniel A., Aoki, Hirofumi, Liu, Andrew M., Natapoff, Alan, Kozhevnikov, Maria, “Incongruent Spacecraft Module Visual Verticals Affect Spatial Task Performance”, ESTEC 7th Symposium on the Role of Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration, June 7-9, 2006, ESTEC, Nordwijk, the Netherlands, http://www.congrex.nl/06a07/

06.09 Paul Z. Elias, Thomas Jarchow, Laurence R. Young, “Artificial Gravity: Incremental Adaptation to Yaw Head Turns During 30 RPM Rotation” HST Forum Student Poster Session: March 23, 2006. Walker Memorial (Building 50), MIT


06.11 Young, L.R., “Artificial Gravity – an integrative solution for long duration space flights”, Keynote Lecture Topic D: Central Regulation and Coordination, 2nd Symposium of the Zurich Center for Integrative Human Physiology (ZIHP), September 22, 2006.

06.12 Young, L.R., “Why Mars?”, Humanity 3000, Humans in Space: The Next Thousand Years, Proceedings, Bellevue, Washington, USA, Section 4.2.4 transcripts, pp. 71-81 June 2005

06.13 see 07.15

06.14 see 07.01

06.15 Shebilske, W.L., Tubre, T., Tubre, A.H., Oman, C.M. and Richards, J.T. “Three-dimensional spatial skill training in a simulated space station: random vs. blocked designs. Aviation, Space and Environmental Medicine, 77(4):404-409

06.16 see 08.35


06.26 Wolfrum, N., Newman, D.J., Bethke, K. “An automatic procedure to map the skin strain field with application to advanced locomotion space suit design”, Proceedings of the 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany, July 2006.


06.28 Canina, M., Newman, D. J., Trott, G. L., “Preliminary considerations for wearable sensors for astronauts in exploration scenarios”, 3rd IEEE-EMBS International Summer School and Symposium on Medical Devices and Biosensors (ISSS-MDBS 2006), Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, September 4-6, 2006.


2005


05.04 Young, L.R., “Some Memories of Larry Stark’s Years at MIT and afterwards”, Berkeley, CA May 2005

05.05 Young, L.R., Beyond Mars, Keynote Address, Foundation for the Future, Seattle, WA June 2005


05.07 void


05.10 Jarchow, Thomas, Young, Laurence R., “Neurovestibular Aspects of Short-Radius Artificial Gravity: Parameters determining adaptation, Abstract for the 15th Humans in Space Symposium Meeting, Graz, Austria, May 22-26, 2005 submitted to Astra Astronautica

05.11 See 06.13

05.12 Jarchow, Thomas, Young, Laurence R., “Parameters Determining Neurovestibular Adaptation to Short-Radius Artificial Gravity”, IAC-05-A1.2.08, submitted to Acta Astronautica

05.13 Jarchow, Thomas, Young, Laurence R., “Neurovestibular Adaptation to Short Radius Centrifugations”, submitted to Journal of Gravitational Physiology


05.18 see 07.41


2004


04.02 see 05.06


04.05 Young, L.R., “Testimony to US House of Representatives, Committee on Science Hearing on Perspectives on the President’s Vision for Space Exploration”, March 10, 2004, Washington, DC.


04.08. See 05.01


04.14 Jarchow, T., Young, L.R., “Adaptation to head movements during short radius centrifugation”, presented at the 55th International Astronautical Congress. October 4-8, 2004. Vancouver, Canada

Submitted to Acta Astronautica


04.19 Young, L. R., “Predicting the Landing on a Terrain Park Feature, Mt. Hood, OR, May 2004

2003


03.26 Newman, D.J., November 2001 - July 2003, “Galatea Odyssey: World Contact / A Global Education Project,” Peabody Essex Museum, Peabody, MA; Panama City, Panama; Darwin, Australia; Univ. of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch, South Africa


2002

02.01 Young, L.R., The International Space Station at Risk, Editorial, SCIENCE, vol. 296, April 19, 2002


02.20 Young, L.R., Micro-gravity and artificial gravity: Two challenges to neuro-vestibular adaptation (abstract), 6th NASA Symposium on the Role of the Vestibular Organs in the Exploration of Space, Journal of Vestibular Research, 11(3-5):311


02.31 Newman, D.J., Merfeld, D., Brown, E., and J. Marquez, "Space Biomedical Sciences and Outreach Project," National Space Biomedical Research Institute Retreat, Houston, TX, January 2002


2001


01.8 See 02.30


01.10 See 02.23.

01.11 See 02.08.

01.12 See 01.32


Oman, C.M., (companion article to Neurolab paper.)


01.40 Newman, D.J., March 2000 - May 2001, "Human Space Exploration: Mir to Mars," AIAA Distinguished Lecturer Series: Orange County, CA; San Francisco, CA; Phoenix AZ; White Sands, NM; Baltimore, MD; Sydney & Adelaide, Australia.


2000


00.4 See 01.29

00.5 See 03.32


00.9 (See 01.17.)

00.10 Young, L.R. From Systems to Genes and Back (Forthcoming in Annals of Biomedical Engineering).


00.36 Newman, D.J. National Research Council, Engineering Challenges to the Long-Term Operation of the International Space Station, Kelly, T., Committee Chair, Committee on the Engineering Challenges to the Long-Term Operation of the International Space Station, Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board, Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems, National Academy Press, Washington, DC, February 2000


1999


99.4 Young, L.R. Spaceflight influences on oculocounterrolling and other neurovestibular reactions. Abstract of paper presented at Conference on Perception of Motion in Space, European Research Council, Italy, April 1999.

99.5 Young, L.R. Padding in ski areas. Presented at the 13th Congress on Ski Trauma and Skiing Safety, ISSS, Cervinia, Italy, May 13, 1999.

99.6 See 00.6.


99.8 See 99.2

99.9 See 00.3.


1998


98.3 Schmidt, P. B., Young, L.R. "The Effect of G-Seat Tactile Cueing on Linear Motion Perception." Abstract presented at the AIAA Modeling and Simulation Technologies Conference, August 10-12, 1998, Boston, MA.


98.6 See Entry 00.8.


1997


97.3 Young, L. R. and Sinha, P. “Spaceflight influences on ocular counterrolling and other neurovestibular reactions.” Supplement to Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery, March, 1998, 118: S31-S34.

97.4 Young, L. R. “Human exploration of space: The next steps.” Ad Astra March/April 1997 (vol. 9, no. 2): 32-35.


97.6 Young, L. R. “Space flight: Loosening the bonds of creativity.” Presented at the 12th International Man-in-Space Symposium, Washington, DC, June 1997.


[Type text]


97.25 Newman, D.J., January 1997, "Investigating Astronaut Performance: Modeling and Biomechanics," Orthopedics and Biomechanics Laboratory, Beth Israel Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.

97.27 Newman, D.J., October 1997, "The Enhanced Dynamic Load Sensors (EDLS) Onboard the Mir Space Station," Symposium on Human Motor Performance in Reduced Gravity, Politecnico di Milano University, Milano, Italy


1996


96.3 Young, L.R., Prest, J. & Zimmerman, C. "Foam padding impact analysis," abstract, IRCOBI Conference on Biomechanics of Impact, Dublin, September, 1996. (Never submitted.)


96.6 No entry for this number


96.11 Oman, C.M. “Roll vection in a tumbling virtual environment depends on scene polarity and head orientation,” abstract, XIXth meeting of the Barany Society, Sydney, August, 1996.

96.12 Young, L.R. “Estimating linear translation - saccular vs utricular influences,” abstract, XIXth meeting of the Barany Society, Sydney, August, 1996. (See also 96.24.)

96.13 Young, L.R. “Altered weighting of sensory cues for spatial orientation in weightlessness,” abstract, Barany Society, Vestibular Compensation Meeting, Hamilton Island, Australia, August, 1996.

96.14 Oman, C.M., Mills, T. & deSouza, J. “A virtual environment generator for microgravity spatial orientation research,” abstract, Aerospace Medical Association Annual Scientific Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, May, 1996.


96.20 Sinha, P. & Young, L.R. “The SLS-2 mission: Effects of spaceflight on the gain and symmetry of ocular counterrolling,” 1996. (See 97.3.)

96.21 Markmiller, M. & Young, L.R. “Effects of body axis on estimation of horizontal linear translation.” (See 97.7.)


96.34 Newman, D.J., March 1996, “Engineering Analysis of Astronaut Adaptation in Altered Gravity,” Department of Aero/Mechanical Eng., University of California, Davis, CA; also Department of Mechanical Eng., Catholic University of America, Washington, DC; and Department of Aerospace Eng., University of Colorado, Boulder, CO


1995

95.1 Mendoza, J. & Merfeld, D. M. “The interaction of constant-velocity optokinetic nystagmus and the linear vestibulo-ocular reflex in humans,” paper, Man-Vehicle Laboratory, Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA.

95.2 Merfeld, D. M. “How Might Consciousness Relate to Sensory Processing?,” Man-Vehicle Laboratory, Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA.


95.5 Young, L.R. “Looking around: Thirty-five years of oculomotor modeling,” (replaces 94.29 “Oculomotor control: Less than meets the eye,”) Annals of Biomedical Engineering, 23:456-466.

95.6 Young, L.R. “Space and the vestibular system, status and open issues,” viewgraphs presented at Opportunities for National and International Cooperation in Brain Research, Washington, D.C., June, 1995.

95.7 Young, L.R. “Effects of orbital space flight on vestibular reflexes and perception,” Chapter 45, Multisensory Control of Posture, Merger and Hlavacka, eds., Plenum Press, New York, 1995. (See also 95.10.)

95.8 Young, L.R. “Human neurovestibular adaptation to weightlessness (experiments performed on the Spacelab SLS-2 mission),” abstract presented at Life Sciences and Space Medicine Conference and Exhibition, Houston, April 3-5, 1995. (Identical to 94.12.)


95.10 Young, L.R. “Effects of orbital space flight on vestibular reflexes and perception,” Acta Astronautica, 36(8-12), 409-413, 1995. (See also 95.7.)


95.13 (See 96.28.)

95.14 (See 96.27.)


95.20 Easter, B, “The Man Vehicle Laboratory,” Update, Newsletter of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, MIT, Winter, 1995

95.21 Young, L.R. “Humans in space - the next steps,” Apollo Program Chair in Astronautics Inaugural Lecture, November 20, 1995.


95.29 Newman, D.J. February 1995, “Aerospace Biomedical Engineering: Modeling, Dynamic Analysis, and Flight Experiments,” Department of Biomedical Engineering, Boston University, Boston, MA

95.30 Newman, D.J., November 1995, “Astronaut Adaptation of Performance in Altered Gravity,” New Jersey’s University of the Health Sciences School of Osteopathic Medicine, UMDNJ, Space Grant Symposium, NJ
1994


94.15 Young, L. R., “Making the most of a space life science experiment: Some practical hints from Spacelab experiences,” AIAA, 94-4649

94.16 Young, L. R. & Seddon, R. “Spacelab contributions to space life sciences,” AIAA 94-4649 Part 2.


94.18 Oman, C. M. “Centrifuge experiments on vestibular coriolis and Iz nystagmus,” final report, ONR Grant N00014-9000-J-1998, MIT OSP 73683, Man-Vehicle Laboratory, Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA.

94.20 See 95.14.


94.23 See 95.13.

94.24 See 96.26.

94.25 Robinson, S., Modestino, S. & Zavada, M. “Effects of spaceflight on the perception of vertical: Human neurovestibular experiments on Spacelab Life Sciences 2,” paper, Man-Vehicle Laboratory, Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA.


94.27 Lathan, C. E., Merfeld, D. M., Wall, C., and Young, L. R., “Eye movement responses to linear acceleration and optokinetic stimulation following spaceflight: Human neurovestibular experiments on Spacelab Life Sciences 2” (abbreviated title: “Responses to linear acceleration and optokinetic stimulation”), paper, Man-Vehicle Laboratory, Center for Space Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA.


94.33 Frainier, R. and Groleau, N. “Real-time remote scientific model validation.” NASA Ames Research Center, 1994/95 (?)


94.35 Newman, D.J., “Tuning Muscle Stiffness to Accomplish Neuromuscular Control in Hypogravity,” 2nd World Congress of Biomechanics, Amsterdam, the Netherlands, July 1994.


1993


93.2 Void


93.9 see 94.11

93.10 see 94.3 and 94.4.


93.16 Young, L.R. “Statement of Laurence Young, Professor, MIT, Payload Specialist for SLS-2 Life Sciences Shuttle Mission,” Hearing before the Subcommittee on Space of the Committee on Science, Space and Technology, U.S. House of Representatives, One Hundred Third Congress, First Session, March 9, 1993, No. 5:49-51.

93.17 Replaced by 94.13

93.18 Merfeld, D.M., Christie, J.R.I. & Young, L.R. “Perceptual and eye movement responses elicited by linear acceleration following spaceflight,” abstract, 1993 meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association, Toronto, Canada.


93.20 Teiwes, W., Clarke, A.H., Merfeld, D.M., Oman, C.M., Scherer, H. & Young, L.R. “Comparison of the 3 dimensional video-based eye movement measurement technique video-oculography (VOG) with the scleral search coil technique (SSC),” abstract, 1993 meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association, Toronto, Canada. (See 97.2 for published version.)

93.21 Teiwes, W., Clarke, A.H., Merfeld, D.M., Oman, C.M., Scherer, H. & Young, L.R. “Otolithic contribution to torsional eye movements during dynamic linear acceleration, abstract, 1993 meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association, Toronto, Canada.


93.23 Mendoza, J.C., Merfeld, D.M. & Young, L.R. “Interaction of optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) and linear vestibulo-ocular reflex (LVOR),” abstract, 1993 meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association, Toronto, Canada.


1992


92.10 see 93.5

92.11 see 93.4


92.18 Merfeld, D.M., Christie, J.R.I. & Young, L.R. "Horizontal and vertical eye movements in humans during inter-aural linear acceleration," Proceedings of the XVII Barany Society Meeting:156-60, meeting was held in Prague, Czechoslovakia, June, 1992.
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